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Sermon “Build up the ruins” 17 December 2017 Wesley Church 
 

Recently I was in Boston, where thirty years ago I went to graduate school. I remember 

sending my children off on a bus to school about three or four miles away. You might 

remember the Supreme Court’s legislation of equality of opportunity which involved some 

strange allocation of schools to areas. Well Rowena and Kym, about 7 and 5 years old, went 

off to a slum suburb called Roxbury. It was a district in ruins as only the USA can do 

poverty, in a city of Harvard University and Beacon Hill with the Freedom Trail. There are of 

course similar areas in NY, Washington, LA and Chicago. Boarded up buildings, burnt out 

shells of cars, haunted despairing people.  

Text Isaiah 61: 1-4 

This text encounters ruins. But with a positive agenda to “rebuild the ancient ruins, they shall 

raise up the former devastations. They shall rebuild the ruined cities, the devastations of 

many generations.” (61: 4) The prophet is calling for the return and rebuilding of Jerusalem, 

so there is some degree of literalism implied. But there is also a larger purpose in rebuilding 

the City of Zion which is never far from Isaiah’s apocalyptic vision.  

But this text raises questions: 

(a) Where are the ruins in our society? 

(b) How is God calling us to act in hope? 

(c) How does the preparation of advent and the opportunity of Christmas help us to 

rebuild? 

1. A society in ruins 
Where are the ruins? We are not in a war zone such as Syria. In Canberra we are not 

confronted by a suburb such as Roxbury. Or are we? I would suggest to you that a war is 

happening in family life. I am a Clinical Psychologist and I see the ruins of relationships 

everywhere.  

I want this sermon to be practical. I will ask you to think about your family and close 

relationships. Every family has difficult people. Who have you found most difficult? Can you 

see their face? Think for a moment, I am sure someone will come to mind. Are you cut-off 

from this person emotionally? Distant physically? When was the last time either of you asked 

to see the other? How can you repair such a relationship? 

The reasons we feel emotionally cut off are usually good reasons. Sometimes minor offences 

are taken which grow in time. But mostly disputes are substantial and it doesn’t help to 

trivialize either the pain or the original issues. The division of divorce, stresses in dealing 

with estates, parents not approving of a spouse, the list could go on. We are all fallible and 

we make mistakes. What have you experienced as divisive? Surely your family is so 

harmonious as to have no ‘ripples on the pond’? 

Of the unholy trinity of divorce, estates and spouses – in my family the easiest to manage was 

divorce. There were some divides but they mellowed with time. People basically got on. Not 

with warmth but with grudging acceptance. The first challenge to my immediate family was 
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my brother who married an Asian woman. My mother was had strong racist attitudes so you 

can imagine the bitter decades that followed. But what was most confronting to me 

personally was dealing with my mother’s estate. Money was used to manipulate people. A 

recipe for disaster. Now my mother did have some good qualities such as a gift for friendship, 

and enjoying life, but when she died she left her family in ruins! 

When confronted with such issues most people seem to arrive at a stoic solution. The logic is 

that people behave with self-interest, at times very badly, simply forget it, leave it in the past 

where it belongs and get on with life. In this way people remain emotionally cut-off from 

each other. Families divided, often resentful and bitter for years and even decades. The ruins 

remain.  

2. What is the Problem? 
What is wrong with the stoic solution? I think that there are difficulties on two levels:  

(a) Relational. The role of a family is birth of the next generation, to provide nurture and 

protection for the young and support for parents. And broadly this extends to immediate and 

more distant family. This happens through emotional connection. 

Radiator analogy in a car. Open relationships enable mutual emotional support and the whole 

family to run ‘cooler’ and more efficiently. The emotional heat of the family is taken down a 

few degrees.  

(b) Spiritual. There are many family metaphors in the Bible and Christian tradition: God as 

father, church as the Bride of Christ. The parables of Jesus are often placed in family settings 

such as the Parable of the Prodigal Son. The last thing I would want to imply is that we can 

spiritualize issues away, we need to struggle, grapple, courageously deal with the difficult 

issues in family life. I simply want to say that reconciliation is important.  

So emotionally divided families are psychologically and spiritually unhealthy. We cannot 

flourish in a context of divided and broken relationships.  

3. A Small Step in the Right Direction 
I admit it, I have strong mixed feelings about Christmas. I know families make great efforts 

to get together, that is nice but like every adult, I know who is not there. I feel sad about those 

‘missing’ because they live in London or have died. I find the manic joy of grandchildren 

flooded by presents overwhelming at every level. Something in me just wants it all over 

ASAP.  

Yes, I know Christmas is spiritual: advent followed by the celebration of Christ’s birth and 

the humanizing of God. But it feels secular with the endless round of Christmas parties and 

the monitoring of calories and alcohol. But Christmas is an opportunity related to the ruins of 

family life. It is natural to send a Christmas card or message on facebook.  

I suggest thinking about sending a note to the emotionally distant family member, nothing 

more than ending the silence with a “thinking about you at Christmas”. This small gesture 

can break the silence. It will give that person an opportunity to reciprocate. It provides a 

chance for the ‘ice to thaw’ in the relationship. Not always of course. You might get a non-

response or be defriended on facebook.  
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I don’t always ‘practice what I preach’ but knowing I was going to preach today, I decided on 

a slight detour a few weekends back. I attended a birthday party of Audrey my granddaughter 

in Sydney and my slightly estranged sibling lives in Ulladulla. We had both made an earlier 

attempt but it was impossible to align our schedules. This time it was possible, so I returned 

to Canberra via the South Coast and we had an hour together over coffee. It was predictably 

uncomfortable, to me and probably to him and his wife. But now what was cut-off feels 

slightly connected – and that is better. 

4. A Caveat  
I have designed such moves with my patients. I am well aware that the person in your family, 

whom you are emotionally estranged, might be unsafe. There might be a history of abuse and 

violence, or fraud and financial exploitation. Do I still recommend the small step? Of course, 

but with precautions. Let’s say that you have a parent that was sexually abusive. You might 

send a card with no return address or a GPO Box or a non-essential email address. There is 

value in the contact for you, for them and for your family as whole. 

5. Playful Exercise 
What do I expect from a sermon?. Maybe nothing, certainly very little. I would hope that a 

few of you might accept the challenge to send a card and risk a change in a distant 

relationship. But what if you would like to do more? Do I have a suggestion? Well, yes, now 

that you mention it.  

I suggest, when you have a quiet moment, visualize that person. See them in your 

imagination. Then think about what you would most naturally say to them. It might be 

something judgmental and harsh. Then in your mind say the opposite. Yes, you heard me 

right. Then be aware of how it feels to you. This can introduce a surprising even playful 

element into your view of the relationship. You might even smile and even mild humour is 

subversive of the seriousness of what can be a dysfunctional relationship. Note that I am not 

asking you to actually do anything, just to ‘mess’ with the relationship in your mind.    

Conclusion 
We are surrounded by ruins. We see this in our family life. There is no easy fix. The church 

often argues for conservative family values but it was not better 40 or 50 years ago, 

dysfunction was simply more hidden. I have argued that we each have a responsibility to do 

what we can in a modest way, to repair, and Christmas gives us an opportunity. You can do a 

small act of reconciliation. So add this to your Christmas list! 
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group.   


